
Main Street
Money Monkeys

Collection Total: 5000

Mint Price: .2 BNB

Mint Date: TBA

Overview

Main Street Money Monkey NFTs are a generative collection of unique pixel artworks that are
limited to a total amount of 5000 and created from a variety of different attributes/traits. These
NFTs will supply their owners with passive rewards in the form of Apeswaps $BANANAS along
with acting as a buyback and burn mechanism for Main Street’s deflationary tokenomics.

$BananaBag Strategy and Mechanics

$BananaBag
Money Monkey NFT’s collectively represent holdership in the $BananaBag. The $BananaBag is
an investment fund made up of farming/staking opportunities on Apeswap and will be funded
with 100% of the minting money. With the goal of obtaining as many $BANANAs as possible while
redistributing them back to Money Monkey Holders. The strategy being to capitalize on
Apeswaps multitude of passive rewards opportunities accompanied by $BANANAs growth
potential.

Monthly Profit Redistribution
*All $BANANA investments will be harvested monthly and distributed into these categories accordingly.
Rewards distribution will begin 2 months after launch, in order to build the fund for maximum returns.

$BANANA Redistribution to Monkeys- 75%

$GNANA Reinvestment- 13%

$BANANA Reinvestment- 5%

Gas & Fees- 5%

$MAINST BuyBack & Burn- 2%



$GNANA
A $GNANA Allocation to the investment strategy ensures that the fund will receive the best
returns ApeSwap has to offer. This adds another unique feature to Money Monkeys, as $GNANA
holds Governance capabilities within the Apeswap ecosystem. Allowing the Money Monkeys to
continually increase their say in decisions that govern the ecosystem in which they operate. A
voting system and structure will be formulated in order to adequately represent each Money
Monkey in the decision making processes.

$MAINST
Royalties on secondary sales will be used to fund buy back and burns of $MAINST token. Along
with a 2% allocation of $BananaBag profit distribution being used in the same manner. This aims
to help power $MAINST tokens deflationary tokenomics. Which feature a fixed supply
accompanied by 5% Burn and 3% immediate rewards distribution to holders on every buy/sell.

Mint Information

1500 mints have been set aside for the team and a promotional airdrop to the NonFungible Apes
of Apeswap (1per=1000mints). Leaving 3500 mints for whitelist and public sales. Money Monkey
mints will cost .2 BNB, allowing the $BananaBag to begin with over $245,000 capital investment
(BNB $350) in Apeswap staking. Main Street will update the Money Monkeys Whitepaper after
minting is completed. Providing starting allocations and updated information on the project
mechanics and concept.


